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Abstract . Streszczenie . CoaepaaHHe

A new semantics for communicating processes is introduced 
which modifies the ideas of Milner (1980) and Winskel (1982, 
1983t and 1986). This semantics, inspired by a model of Staples 
and Nguyen (1985) for nondeterministic data flow, allows one 
to avoid explicit representation of hidden events of pro jesses, 
which simplifies the concept of observation equivalence >f 
processes. It offers also a framework to cope with indivisible 
sets of value-passing acts.

Model algebraiczny dla komunikujących się procesów

W pracy zaproponowano nową semantykę dla komunikujących się 
procesów, stanowiącą modyfikację koncepcji Uilnera (1980) i Wins- 
kela (1982, 1983 i 1986). Ta semantyka, zainspirowana przez model 
Staplesa i Nguyena (1985) dla niedeterministycznych przepływów da
nych, pozwala uniknąć jawnego reprezentowania ukrytych zdarzeń pro 
ceeów, co upraszcza pojęcie obserwacyjnej równoważności procesów. 
Daje ona również środki pojęciowe do modelowania ewentualnej niepo 
dzielności układów zderzeń.

Key words: process, state, event, configuration, communication, 
communication structure, sum, prefixing, comïobition, 
restriction, renaming, approximation order, 
fixed-point, equivalence



A.TreöpanqecEaH MOJteia jjih B3aHM03eñCTBymaEX npouecccB

PaöOTa- coaepsKT hobyœ ceuaHTHKy zum B3aKuoaeäCTByrajKx npo- 
ueccoB, KOTopaß MojH^HOiipyeT¡unen  toJiŁHepa (1980) b BHHCKejiH 
,1582, 1983 K 1986). 3Ta ceMaHTHKa, HHCTr.papoBaHHafi uozenhn  
CTa.nJieca k HryeHa (1985) ztm HeaeTepiraHwcTKuecKKX noTOKOB aaHHhix, 
ycrpaHfleT HeOÖXOIKMOCTB HBHOrO ü0JIB30BaHKH BHyTpeHHHUH COÖHTKHMH, 
’-¿TO yüposaeT noHHTice 3KBH3ajieHTH0CTH npoi;eccoB. OaHOBpeiseHHO, oua 
n03B0JIHeT MOiejIKpOBaTB B03U0SCHyK' Hepa33e:iKM0CTB HeKOTOpUX MHOJteCTB 
OOÖHTüß.



1. INTRODUCTION

We aim to develop means for defining complex communicating 
processes in a manner which adequately reflects the input-output 
behaviour of processes hut refrains as much as possible from 
specifying their internal nature.

We follow the idea of Milner [3 ] of his calculus fo 
constructing processes from processes with the aid of algebraic 
operations ("Calculus of Communicating Systems" - CCS), .ad the 
idea of Winskel [ 6, 7, and 8^ of a semantics for this calculus 
with the possible concurrency of processes represented e>plicitly. 
We modify these ideas by eliminating hidden events of processes 
and considering instead internal states and their relation to the 
input-output behaviour as in the model of Staples and Nguyen [4],

In CCS processes are regarded to consist of value-passing 
acts, called randez-vous, each act being a combination of two 
complementary components: a send event and a receive event. The 
acts which occur within a process are regarded as hidden events 
and written as T  . Those in which also the environment of the 
process is involved are represented as they are seen fron. tie 
process, that is by the respective send or receive coapon*: ts.

Processes are constructed from processes with the aid if 
summation, prefixing events, parallel composition, restrict ion, 
and renaming. The summation combines two processes P and Q into 
a process P+Q which behaves either like P or like Q. Prefiring 
an event e to a process P results in a process e.P which 
executes e and then behaves like P. If e is a send or a receive 
event then the execution of e Is a part of a joint act of «>.P 
and the environment of e.P, the latter executing the corresponding 
complementary event. The parallel composition combines two pro
cesses P and Q into a process P II Q which behaves like the two 
components running together and possibly executing together pairs
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of complementary events: a send event in one process and the 
complementary receive event in the other. Each such a Joint 
execution, or a randez-vous, ̂ occurs in P II Q as a hidden event T 
with the corresponding send and receive-components invisible.
The restriction of a process P to a set E of send and receive 
events transforms P into a process PIE executing those events 
of P which are hidden or belong to E. Finally, renaming transforms 
a process P into a process P[sJ wnich is like P with the names of 
events replaced by new names given by a substitution S, where S 
is supposed to preserve the nature of events.

In this paper processes are regarded to consist of finite 
indivisible sets of value-passing acts rather than of single acts. 
This leads to slight changes in operations on processes. For 
example, prefixing events to processes is replaced by prefixing 
finite multisets of send and receive events with the empty multi
set playing the role of t  . The purpose of this modification of 
CCS is to allow for modelling the possible indivisibility of 
complex actions of processes.

In the semantics of CCS which has been proposed by Winskel 
processes are denoted by labelled event structures and operations 
on processes are represented by operations on such structures.

A labelled event structure can be defined as S»(E,1,F), 
where E is a set, 1 is a labelling of elements of E, and F is 
a set of subsets f £E which is: (1) consistently complete (UH€F 
for every subset HcF in which all members of every finite subset 
are contained in a member of F), (2) stable (OHeF for every 
nonempty subset H£F whose all members are contained in a member 
of F), (3) coincidence-free (for each f£F, every two different 
elements x,ygf can be separated by a subset geF of f in the 
sense that either xeg and y£g or x^g and y eg), and (4) finitary 
(each f € F is the union of a set of finite members of F). The 
elements of E represent the possible value-passing acts of a pro
cess. The labelling 1 specifies the nature of each act as seen 
from the process (the respective send, or receive, or hidden event). 
The members of F represent the possible configurations of value- 
passing acts, each configuration consisting of the acts which have 
been completed by a stage of process development. Due to (1) and 
(4), all members of F are determined uniouely by the finite members 
they contain.
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Operations on processes are represented as follows. The sum
mation makes given labelled event structures SQ-(Eq .1q .Pq ) and 
S1-(E1,11,P1 ) disjoint and forms 3- (EqU E1 ,1qU 11 .FqU ?1 ). 
Prefixing an event e to a labelled event structure S extends all 
configurations of S oy an execution of e and adds the empty con
figuration. The parallel composition combines configurations of 
two given labelled event structures SQ and into joint con
figurations, where a joint configuration f has elements 
corresponding to those of component configurations fQ and f1, 
some xefQ and y6f1 representing possibly the complementary 
events of the sane randez-vous and then made identical and 
labelled by T. The restriction of a labelled event structure S 
to a set E of send and receive events eliminates from S ¿he con
figurations which have elements with labels not in E u{t . 
Finally, renaming is represented by relabelling correspo) dingly 
elements of labelled event structures.

In this paper we think of a process as of a black box which 
communicates with its environment. Consequently, we consider the 
possible states of process development and what communication 
with the environment is necessary to reach each state. A state 
is assumed to characterize what may happen more in the process. 
Some states are consequences of some others, which results in a 
partial order of states. As some parts of the process may develop 
concurrently, there may be incomparable states which lead to a 
common resulting state. Hence the partial order of statee has 
properties similar to those of the ordering of configurations of 
laoelled event structures by inclusion. A communication which is 
necessary to reach a state is assumed to be a member of a set of 
communications. In such a set there is a natural partial oiler 
reflecting that some communications are extensions of some others. 
As reaching a state which is a conseauence of a given statt 
requires in general more communication, the correspondence between 
states and the communications which are necessary, to reach juch 
statee must preserve what can oe expressed in terms of the partial 
order of states. Thus we come to a structure p- (Xp. coc: ̂ ),
where X is a set ar.d is a partial order on X„ such th-t :P P P v(1) each set with an upper bound has a supremum, (2) each non
empty set with an upper bound has an infimum, (3) each x £ Xn has 
only finitely nany predecessors, and comm  ̂is a mapping from X^



te a partially ordered set of communications such that:
(4) corns:, (sup I)-sup{coaa:_ (x ) :x e X ? fcr each X çï„ with an upper 
oounc, and (5) comity(inf X)-^nf|coaiDp(x):x eX} for each nonempty 
X£X. with an upper bound. The elements-of represent the 
possible states of process development. The partial order 
specifies how states can be reached one from another. The cor
respondence comt specifies what communication is necessary to 
reach each state.

A structure as described, called in this paper a communication 
structure, seems to be quite a general model for communicating 
processes. ?or example, Staples and Nguyen use a similar structure 
in modelling nondeterministic data flow. In this paper we describe 
how processes as in CCS can be represented by communication struc
tures. In this case we define communications as finite lattices 
of finite labelled sets, or configurations, which are similar to 
the configurations of labelled event structures except that they 
do not represent hidden events. The partial order of communications 
is defined as the order of ideals, that is we write A4B iff A is
an ideal of B. Since in a communication structure p-(X¿...comm )X) P  D 7
each communication cçmmp(x) has a largest configuration cp(x) and 
it is determined uniouely by this largest configuration and the 
largest configurations of the communications corresponding to the 
predecessors of x, we may specify the correspondence comm .̂ by 
x i— * Cp(x) reouiring c^(sup X)- u {cp(x):x € X} in (4) and 
cp(inf X)-n{cp(x):xtX} in (5).

Operations on processes are represented by operations on 
communication structures. The latter are defined by specifying 
the states of resulting structure, their order, and the respective 
correspondence between states and communications. ?or summation, 
prefixing, restriction, and renaming, this is ouite straightforward 
since the states of resulting structures and the respective com
munications can easily be obtained from those of arguments. For 
example, the states of the sum of two communication structures 
and the respective communications are essentially as those of 
component structures, the states of one component distinguished 
from those of the other by suitable indices. In the case of 
parallel composition the situation is much more difficult since 
the communications of resulting structure depend on those of com
ponent structures in a complex, usually highly indetenninistic way.
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and it has some impact on the definition of 6tates. Hence the key
problem is to define the parallel composition of communication
structures. We solve this problem by introducing a relation
"to consist of" in the partially ordered set of communications
and with the aid of this relation we construct the states of
parallel composition from those of component structures. The idea
is to define the states of the parallel composition of and p1
as bounded subsets of the nroduct X_ x  X , the elements of

p0 p1
each subset constituting a lattice and indexed by suitable con
figurations. The subsets of this kind are chosen such that the 
configurations associated with their elements constitute com
munications which consist of the respective communications of pQ 
and p1. This leads to a set of states with an obvious partial 
order, and to a correspondence as required between stater and 
communications.

The main purpose of introducing communication struct ires is 
to avoid explicit representation of hidden events of processes.
We want to avoid such a representation since we want to hive a 
simple concept of equivalence of processes and operate on 
equivalence classes of processes rather than on concrete pro
cesses. Besides, the model seems to be general enough to cover a 
large variety of communication mechanisms. Each particular 
mechanism reouires only a particular set of communication:; with 
a suitable structure whereas the general schemes of processes 
and operations on processes remain the same.

As in case of labelled event structures there exists a com
plete partial order on the universe of communication structures 
such that the operations on communication structures are r e tinuous 
with respect to this order. This allows us to define communication 
structures by fixed-point eouations. Thus we obtain a continuous 
algebra of communication structures which can be viewed as a 
semantics for the considered version of CCS. On the other hand, 
we define a sort of observation, eouivalence of communication struc
tures which is a congruence for all definable operations on such 
structures and thus allows us to operate on eouivalence cia ses 
of communication structures.

The paper is organized as follows.
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Ie section 2 we introduce the concept of commuaication and 
the related notions for the randez-vous mechanism. In section 3 
we define communication structures and operations on communication 
structures. In section 4 we introduce a complete partial order of 
communication structures and state the continuity of operations 
on communication structures with respect to this order. In 
section 5 we define and study an eauivalence of communication 
structures. s

The paper is a result of work which has been originated by 
A. Maggiolo-Schettini and the author [5j. Some concepts in 
section 5 have been formulated in a cooperation with Eao Tri Tue.

2 J COMMUNICATIONS

In this section we describe the possible communications for 
the randez-vous mechanism, the corresponding partial order, and 
a relation "to consist of" which will allow us to characterize 
the parallel composition of processes. The communications are 
defined as finite lattices of finite labelled sets called con
figurations, each configuration representing a set of executions 
of send and receive events. We recall that each send or receive 
event can be executed only together with the respective 
complementary event.

2.1. Preliminaries. For a binary relation R£XxY we denote by 
dom R the domain of R, that is the set of x € X such that (x,y)eR 
for some y€Y, and we define the opposite relation as 
R0p- {(y,x):(x,y)e R}. The composition of R with a binary relation 
S £ ïx 2 is defined as R • S - {(x,z): (x,y)€ R and (y,z) € S for 
some y e Xj. Similarly for functions.

Por a partially ordered set (X, ̂  ), yeX, and YeX, we 
define:

y4-[xe X:xi yj, yt-{x € X:yi x},
Y*- U{y±:y€Yj, Y -¿«Crf=yiTl.

and we call Y a lower subset of (X, ) iff Y-Yi. If Yçï has a
greatest lower bound, or an infimum, then we write it as inf Y.
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Similarly, a least upper bound, or a supremura, is written as sup Y. 
For u,v£2, u a v  denotes inf{u.v? and uvv denotes supfu.v}. We 
call ( 1 ,  <  ) a lattice iff u a  v ana uvv exist for all u,v € X, and 
say that such a lattice is distributive iff u a(vvw )-(u av)>/ (u a w ) 
for all u,v,w€X. A subset Y of a lattice (X, 4 ) is called a sub
lattice of this lattice iff uav€Y and uvvcY for all ’’,veY, 
and it is called an ideal iff it is both a sublattice and a lower 
suoset of (X,^ ). If a lattice has a least (resp.: greatest) 
element then we call this element zero (resp.: unit).
A homomorphism from a lattice (X, ̂ ) to another (X', ¿' ), or a
lattice homomorphism, is a mapping h: X — X' such that
h(u a v)-h(u) a.' h(v) and h(u v v)-h(u) v' h(v) for all u,~ e X.
If both these lattices have zero elements 0 and O', respectively, 
and h(0)-0' then we call h a strict homomorphism. The prciuct of 
two partially ordered sets (resp.: lattices) (XQ, ^Q) and (X1, ^ ) 
is defined as XQx X1 with the partial order: (xQ,x1) ̂  (yf,y1) iff 
x0 ̂ OyO 311(1 X1 ^1y1‘ for more partially ordered sets
(resp.: lattices).

Finally, by o we denote the set {0,1,2,...} and bj universe 
we denote a fixed universal set (cf. Cohn [2], for the coacept).

Events
A process communicates with its environment in value-pessing 

acts, each act being a joint execution of a send or a receive 
event by the process and the respective complementary event by 
the environment.

2.2. Definition. By an event we mean an element of a set 
events e universe with a bijective correspondence e i— > e iuch 
that e - e for all e g events and a partition into two si sets 
s-events and r-events such that e € r-events for all e £ s-events 
and e 6 s-events for all e £ r-events. For each e £ events thi events 
e and e are said to be conrplementarv. The members of s-e- e^tB are 
called send events. Those of r-events are called receive events. *

2.3. Example. An event of sending a value v from a set 
values £ universe to a port m from a set ports £ universe may be 
regarded as (send.v.m). Similarly, an event of receiving a value 
v £ values from a port m e ports may be regarded as (receive.v.m).
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Then events can be defined as the union of two disjoint sets: the 
set s-ever.ts of send events (send.v,a) and the set r-events of 
receive events (receive.v.a wnere (sens.v757 * (receive.v.m) 
and (receive.v.a ) - (send.?.a) for all v c values and a g-ports. *

Configurations
A configuration represents value-passing acts which have 

been completed jointly by a process and its environment by a state 
of process development. Such acts are represented as seen from the 
process, that is as executions of the respective send and receive
events.

2.4. Definition. A configuration is a function c: X — events 
with a finite domain do~ c - X € universe. Given an event e such 
that e-c(x) for some x eX, we say that e occurs in c and call x 
an occurrence of e in c, or an execution of e. The set of all 
configurations is written as configurations. *

2.5. S-xaatiie. If a process ? receives twice a value v on a port m 
from its environment and sends twice v on m to the environment 
then we have four value-passing acts which result in the con-
figuration c: {(0,1 ), (0,2), (1,1 ), (1,2) } --> events with
c((0,1))-c((0,2))-e-(receive.v.m), e((1,1))-c((1,2))-e-(send,v.m). 
The executions of e«(receive.v.a) are represented by (0,1) and
(0,2) whereas the executions of ?»(send.v.m) by (1,1) and 0,2).
Writing the pairs ((0,1),e),((0,?),e),((1,1),e),((1, 2),e) as 
e0* * e0?'^i 1 * ®12’ respectively, we may write c as 
c22*fe01,e02’®ii*e12̂ ' T1*is configuration has the following re- 

v.’hich nay also be regarded as configurations:

" 2 1 " ®22 I t C ® C " * ’ : ^  " { eo i » eo2 , e n i •

c1?" c 22 I 1^* * ̂ ^  *1 ' •  ̂ " { e 01 ’ ei 1 * e 12? •
CpQ* | {(0, 1 ), lJ, * )} m
Cp-* c„2 | f( l, 1 ), (1,2 )} » {eii »eV-},
C11” c?2Ii(®,1),(1'’
C10’ c2 2 I 1 ̂  "[e0** ’
c0r  c 22 I »1 )> -{6 11) . 
c00" c2210 * 0 • *

I



from c ic d ie (c,c,f), written as f: c— >d, where f is a
bisection irons dom c to aoa d such that c(x)-d(f(x)) for all
x € cos c._ If such ax. isomorphism exists then we say that c and d
are isoaoronic. The class of configurations which are isomorphic 
with a given configuration c, written as [cj, may be regarded as 
a aultiset of events, that is a6 a function which assigns to each 
event e the numaer of occurrences of e in c. We may write such a 
function as a formal sun: V  { j~c~l (e )*e:e g events ]. The 
configurations belonging xc a multiset of events, that is to the 
respective isomorphism class of configurations, are called 
instances of this multiset. 3y inst we denote a fixed function 
which assigns to each multiset M of events am instance c of this
multiset, called the canonical instance of M. x

2.7. Example. The configurations in 2.5 are instances o: the 
following multisets of events: [c00]- 0, [cQ1] - 1*e, 1-e,

Communications
A communication represents not only value-passing acts 

which have been executed by a state of process development but 
also specifies configurations which have been completed bv this 
state.

2.8. Definition. A communication is a finite set A of ccn- 
figurations such that 0€A and a,b6A implies aobeA and ; ub£A, 
that is a finite distributive lattice of configurations wt- i zero 
(0€A) and unit (OA€A). If every two different elements 
x,y € dçm(UA) can be separated by a configuration a e A in \>e 
sense that either x 6 dom a and y ^ doa a or x^dom a and j e om a 
then we say that A is coincidence-free. If A-{0} then we cill A 
the empty communication. If A«[0,c} with a configuration c -i 0 
then we call A atomic communication, say that it is genera °d by c, 
ana write it as acm(c). The set of all communications is written 
as congranications. »

Lc1lJ* 1'e * 1 'e > Cc02-l “ 2‘e’ Cc2ol" 2'e’ Cc12̂  “ 1*e + ?*e’
¡c?1]- 2* e + -i»e, [Cjp] - 2*e «• 2-ê. x



2.9. :.:'-E..Tr2e. If the process P is ;,5 consists of two iadepencent 
sequential components and P.,, and if executes twice 
e« . rerf.re.v.a) and r. executes twice ë- (ser.d.v.g ). then we have 
a coincidence-free communication C of- P which consists of the 
configurations in 3.5. We represent it graphically in fig. 2.1. 
The configurations of C are ordered by inclusion. This order re
flects the order in which configurations have been completed. k

C

Fig. 2.1

2.10. Proposition. Por a communication A let ^ A denote the 
following relation on dom(UA):

x 4Ay iff, for all a e A, ye dom a implies x e dom a .
Then is a quasi-order such that each dom a with aeA is a 
lower subset of (dom(UA), é-A), that is x edcm a whenever x ¿Ay 
with yedoa a. If A is coincidence-free then ¿ A is a partial 
order. *

Proof: It is straightforward that 4 A is reflexive and transitive 
and thus a quasi-order. In order to prove that each dom a with 
aeA is a lower subset of (dom(UA),4A ) suppose that x ¿ Ay for 
some y 6 dom a. Then x £ dom a by definition. If A is coincidence- 
-free then, for every two different x,y such that we have
some a€A which separates x and y and hence with x € dom a and 
y ¿ dom a. Consequently, y ^ Ax does not hold. Thas 4 , is anti-

--».A ViPna ▼ ' * » 1 order, ]g
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2.11. Example. For the communication C in 2.9 we have the following 
partial order:

(0,1)^c(0,2) and (1,1)<0(1,2) .
This order exhibits the order in which the respective events have 
been executed (see fig. 2.2). x

'2 2  ‘  

: 21 •
 c

c2 0 ----- X
12

s'   1*02

'11 ■ 
:10

'00-

V  V'-
“01

  \ /\/ '
"v v ''

* e 01- ( ( 0 , 1 ) , e )  W < \  Ae 11- ( ( 1 , - I  ) . « )

*  \ VV

Fig.2.2

The partial order of communications
A communication may be an initial piece, or a prefix, of 

another communication.

2.12. Definition. Given two communications A and B, we say that A 
is a prefix of B, written as A4B, iff A is an ideal of B, that is 
a sublattice and a lower subset of B. x

2.13. Example. In fig 2.3 we have two sublattices A and B of the 
communication C in 2.9. These sublatticeb are communications.
The sublattice A is a prefix of C whereas the sublattice B is not 
since cQ1 cc12£B and simultaneously cQ1^B. a



2.14. Proposition. The relation ^  (which is a subset but not a 
member of universe) is a partial order such that the set of 
prefixes of ef.ch communication A,  written as pref A, is a lattice 
and the correspondence a i— > a^ is a lattice isomorphism
from A to A. *

Proof: Given two prefixes B and C of A, the infimum of B and C, 
written as BAC, coincides with B OC, and the supremua of B and C, 
written as BVC, coincides with the closure of BUC with respect 
to intersections and unions. On the other hand, each prefix B 
of A is represented uniquely as OB^ and for prefixes B and C 
of A we have U (B a C)-( UB) n ( U C) and U (B v 0 )- ( u B) ( V C). x

2.15. Example. For the communication C in 2.9 pref C is the
lattice of prefixes of the form with c1;j€C. s

2.16. Definition. Given two communications A and B, an isomorphism
from A to B is (A,B,f), written as f: A — >B, where f is a
bisection f: dom(UA) -- » dom(u B) such that:

(1 ) fo b€A for all beB, whereof <>b denotes the superposition
of f and b, that is (fob) (x) = b(f(bO),

(2) each a€A is of the form fob for some b e 3.
If such an isomorphisn exists then we say that A and B are iso
morphic; The class of all communications which are isomorphic with 
a given communication A .  written as Ta I .  is called a scenario. ■
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2.17. Example. The scenario which consists of communications which 
are isomorphic with 'he communication C in 2.9 may be regarded as 
the lattice of the multisets of events corresponding to the con
figurations of C with the obvious partial order |V] ̂  (jdj iff 
Cc3(e)i [d](e) for all e e events. This is true in general. However, 
the correspondence between configurations of a communication and 
the respective multisets of eventB is not necessarily a lattice 
homomorphism since infima are not necessarily preserved. We show 
it in fig. 2.4. x

{(O.ej, (1,e)] 2-e

{(O.e)}^ ^{O.e)} 1 1®

0

a communication the corresponding scenario

Pig. 2.4

2.18. Proposition. Por each isomorphism f: A — >B from a com
munication A to another B the correspondence b i— ► fob is 
a  lattice isomorphism from B to A. x

Proof: straightforward.

The relation "to consiBt of
The relation "to consist of" describes how communications of 

two processes form communications of the parallel composition. 
More precisely, it specifies which executions of events represent 
the sane value-passing acts. This specification can be given in 
the form of two one-to-one correspondences between the executions 
which synchronize into Joint value-passing acts of the two pro
cesses. The synchronization of executions is consistent with the 
order in which the executions occur in the respective processes. 
The synchronized executions do not belong to the resulting com
munication since they are hidden events of the (composition.
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2.19. Proposition. If A and B are communications and 
f£ dor(UA)xdom(U E ), g ç dom(\JB)xdon(U A ) are one-to-one 
partial functions such that:

1 ■?(1 ) f" - g and g" - f ,
(2) for all x e dom f and y e dom g the events (UA)(x) and 

(UB)(f(x)) are complementary and the events ( UB ) (y ) and 
(UA)(g(y)) are complementary,

(3) for each a£A (resp. : each b£B) there exists beB (resp. : 
a£A) such that f (dom a)c dom b and g (dom b )c dom a,

then : ^
(4) the set of (a,b)£ A^B such that f (dom a ) £ dom b and

g(dom b ) c dom a is a sublattice Efg of the product lattice 
Ax-B such that (E^J-A and JIg(E^g)-B for the respective 
projections from A xB to A and B,

(5) the functun:
F (a,b) - J'" o (a | (dom a - g (dom b)))u J1i« (b | (dom b - f (dom a))),
where JC.(0,x)l-- > ± and J1:(1,x)i---► x* is a strict lattice
homomorphism from Efg onto a communication C,

(6) if A and B are coincidence-free then so is C. x

Proof: Por (4) we consider a.j,a?€A and b^b^eB such that 
f(dom ) c dom ^  and g(dom b^ ) £ dom â . Then we obtain:
f (dom(a1r> a?)) - f (dom a., ) r\ f (dom a?) c dom(b.,n b?),
g(dom(b1 a  b^) ) - g (dom b1 ) ng(dom b2) ç dom(a1n a2)f
f (com (a,, u a?)) - f (dom a1 )U f (dom a2) ç  dom(b1 U b2),
g(dom(b1U b?)) - g (dom b., )u g (dom b2) ç  dom (a â ),
as reouired.

Por (5) we notice that if (a1 ,b1 ), (a2,b?)€ Efg, then a1 ç a2 
and b ^ b j  implies P (a1,b1 ) £ P (a2,b2 ). Indeed, if 
x € dom a1 - g(dom b1 ) then x € dom a? and x ̂ g (dom b1). On the 
other hand, it cannot be x £ g(dom b2) since then f(x) would be 
defined and, due to x fc dom a1 and f(dom a^)c dom b1 and (1), 
there would be x £  g (dom b1 ). Hence x€ dom - g (dom b2).
SlBiilarly, ytdon b1 - f (dom a.,) implies y g dom b2 - f (dom a ? ). 
Conseouently, ?(a, ,b, ) QPia^,b„ ).
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This property Implies that, for all (a1,b1),(a?,b2)6 
we have:
F(a., a  a?,b.,/~>b2) cP(a1,b1 )n F(a?1b2),
F(a1 ,b1 )u F (a2,b2 )cF (a, u a?,b1 u b?).
In order to prove that F(a1 r\ a2,b.,'n b2)-F(a1 ,b1 ) nF(a?,b2) we 
consider any u € F(a1,b1)n F(a2,b2)A Then in case u-(0,x) we have 
x £ (dom a. - g(dom b1 ) ) n  (dom a2 - g(dom b?)), which Implies 
x ̂ g(dom(b1 n b2)) and hence uiFia^aj.b^bj), as required. 
Similarly for u of the form (i»y). In order to prove that 
F(a1u a?,b1U b2)-F(a1,b1)U F(a2,b2) we consider any 
u 6F(a., v a 2,b.,u b2). Then in case u-(0,x) we have
x€dom(a1U a 2) - g(dom(b1 U b? )) and, say x e dom a1 with x ¿g(dom b, ), 
which implies as reouired. Similarly for u of the
form (i,y).

As c1-F(a1,b1) and c2»F(a2,b2) implies 
c, n c2- F(a.,r\ a2,b1 n b?) and c1 u c2- F(a., u a2,b.,U b2), we obtain 
that C is a communication, which completes the proof of (5).

For (6) suppose that we have two different u,v £ dom(U C).
If u-(0,x) and v-(0,y), or u-(1,x) and v»(1,y), then by (3) we 
have (a,b)£ Efg such that F(a,b) separates u and v. Thus it suffices
to consider the case u-(0,x) and v-(1,y). Suppose that u and v
cannot be separated by any F(a,b) with (a.bJeE^. Then we have a 
least (a^b.jjGEj.g such that u.vg dom F(a1,b1). By (3), for each 
a €A with a£a 1 and x not in dom a we have some b£B such that 
(a.bJeE^g, and, due to (4), we can choose b such that |
(a,b)c (a1,b1). Talcing the supremum of all such (a,b) we obtain 
(a2,b2) with (a2,b2)c (a1,b1) and u not in dom F(a2,b2). As u 
and v cannot be separated by any F(a,b) with (a.bJeE^, 
dom F(a2,b2) does not contain v. Due to the coinci'dence-freeness 
of A and B and the definition of (a?,b2) we obtain
dom a, - dom a2(J {x} and dom b1 - dom b2l) {y}. Hence
f(dom a1)c dom b2 and g(dom b1)c dom a2, which implies 
(a^bjJeE^g and (a2,b.,) e Efg. On the other hand, F(»1,b2) and 
F(a2,b1) separate u and v, which contradicts to our assumption.

This completes the proof of 2.19. ■
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2.20. Definition. Given two communications A and B, a sublattice E 
of the product lattice AxB such that (E)» A and JTg(E)- B for 
the respective projections AxB to A and B, and a strict
lattice homomorphism F: E — from E- onto a communication C,
we say that C consists of A and B with E and F, written as 
con(A.B.C.E.F). iff E - Eftr' 2111(1 c ? are as in 2*19 for some 
one-to-one partial functions f Ç dom( U A )x dom( U B ) and 
g ç doœ( UB)x dom( U A ) satisfying {1 ) - (3) of 2.19. *

2.21. Example. Suppose that a process P as in 2.5 consists of two 
components Pq and P1 as in 2.9 and that A - {a0,a.|,a2} with
aQ- 0, a.,- {(l,e)}, a?- {(1 ,e), ( 2, e ) J  is a communication of P0 
and B - {b0,b.,,b2] with bQ- 0, b.,- {(1,ë)>, b?- {(1 , ë ) ,  ( 2 , ë ) } is 
a communication of P1. Consider the following pairs of one-to-one 
partial functions fA ç dom(UA)xdom(UB), giç dom( uB) xdom( uA) 
(shown in fig. 2.5):

f0 * g0 " '*•
t ,  - {(1,1 ) 1 w *  - {0 . 1  )].
f 2 -  { ( 2 , 2 ) ]  and g2 -  { ( 2 , 2 ) ] ,
f 3 -  { ( 1 . 2 ) ]  and g 3 -  { ( 2 , 1 ) ] ,

f 4 -  { ( 2 , 1 ) }  and g4 -  { ( 1 , 2  )J ,

f 5 -  { ( 1 . 1 ) .  ( 2 . 2 ) ]  and g 5 -  { ( 1 , 1 ) , ( 2 . 2 ) J .

Each of these pairs represents that some occurrences of events in 
configurations of A and some occurrences of complementary events 
in configurations of B are components of the same value-passing 
acts (namely, the occurrences x and y with fi(x)-y and g<(y)-x). 
All these pairs satisfy (1) - (3) of 2.19 (the meaning of (3) is 
that the order of executing the respective value-passing acts is 
as specified in A and B ) .  Thus we obtain the respective 
sublattices E^- Ef ^ of AxB and strict lattice homomorphlsms F^
from E^ onto communications as shown in fig. 2.6.
Conseouently, con(A.B.C^.E^,?1) for i - 0,1,2.3,4,5. *
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V  *0“ *. f1»g1

dom(UB) 
f 2 , g 2 ' f3,g3

f4,g4 f5,g5

Fig. 2.5
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ia2 »b2 ̂

(a2»bi ) % (ai'b2̂
/  \  /  \(a^fbg) (a1,b^) (aQfb2)
\  /  \  /■ 
(a1tbo) (ag,b^)

(a0*b0̂

Eq with Pq(ai*bj )_Cij (cf. 2.9)

(a2*b2 ̂

(a^,b1) (a1,bj)
\ /
(a1*̂ i )

(a0.b0)

(a2*b2 )
I

( a V b1 )

(a1.bQ) (ag,b^)

(a0,b0̂

E1 with F1(a^,jq)»F^(a1,b̂  )-0, Ej with F2(aQfbQ)»0,F2(a.j,b0^"{e01̂  *
F1 (a2»bi ) " { e02  ̂,F1 â1 *b2 i® 12? * ?2 â0,b1 ^"{e1l} * 411(1
and ?1(aj.bj)-{eQ2,e12J F?(ai»bi)“E2(a2*b2)“ ie01*e1ll

(a?.b2)

(ai.fc2X

/
(a0.b0)

(a0’b1>

(a 2 ,b 1^

(a 2*b2 )
/

(a1*b0>

(ao»bo^

(a2,b2) 

(a1 )

(a br>)0,u0

withwith Fj(ag,bQ)-0, Ê  with F^(aQ,bg)-0, ^
^3 (ao,bl ( a1,b2 )” êl ( ai,bo^“̂ 4(a2 ,b1 {e01^’ ^5 â0 ,b0 *̂ 
^3 (a2*b 2 >“{e0 2 , e 1 1 1 ?4^a2*b2^"ie01,e12} *5 (av bl)“

^5(a2,b2 >“^

Fig. 2.6

\
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2.22. Proposition. If con(A,B,C,E,F ) then the correspondence 
G: c^ •— > (al.b4), where (a,b) is the greatest element of E such 
that F(a,b)£c, is a lattice homomorphism (not necessarily strict) 
from pref C to pref Ax pref B such that A (G(pref C))-pref A
and &  j(G(pref C))-pref B for the respective projections 
from pref Ax pref B to pref A and pref B. a

Proof: Let .Co € pref C. For C1A C?- C1n C? we find the greatest 
(a,b), (a1 ,b̂  ), (a2,b?)éï satisfying respectively F(a,b)£ u(c1 n C2), 
P(a1 ,b1 ) £ UC1, and F(a2,b2) £ U C2. A b U ^ a C j )  - (UC1)n(uC2), 
we have P(a,b)-P(a1,b1)n P(a2,b2)-P(a1n  aj.b, n  b?),jwhlch implies 
(a1n a 2,b.|Abj)ç(a,b), On the other hand, we have 
P(a,b)£ P(a1,b1)£ UC1 and hence (a.b) ç (a1,b1 ). Similarly,
(a,b)c(a2,b2). Conseauently, (a.b)c (a1n a2,b1nb2), as reouired. 
Por C.|VC2, which is the closure of C1 u C2 with respect to inter
sections and unions, we have U (C1U C2)-(UC1)U (UC?). We find 
the greatest (a,b),(a1,b1),(a2,b2)€ E satisfying respectively 
F(a,b) £ U^VCj), P(a1,b1)£ U C 1f ?(a?,b2) £ UC2.
As U (C1 V C2)«( UC1 ) U ( UC2), we have
F(a,b)-F(a1,b1)u P(a2,b2)-P(a1U a2,b1U b2), which implies
(a1u a2,b1O b2) c(a.b). On the other hand, for each C,€ pref C
which contains C1 and C2 we have UC,, UC? Ç  UO^, and hence, for
the greatest (a^.b^) with Pfa^.b^) c uC^ we obtain
F(a1tb1), F(a2,b2)çï(a^,b5). By what we have proved for Intima
we obtain that_(a,b) is the infimum of all such (a^.b^). Hence
(a.b) ç  (a^.bj) for all (a^.b^ ) € E with (â  ,b̂  ), (a2,b2) ç (a b ^ ).
As E is a 6ublattlce of A xB, we have a1(a2ça£a^ for all a^ 
with a1,a2ca^, and thus a1,a2£ a f a 1u a 2> Conseauently a-a.,ua2. 
Similarly, b-b1 u b?. Thus (a1 u a2,b1 ub2)-(a,b), as reouired.

Now the proposition follows easily from the fact that for 
prefixes A1 and A2 of A we have A ^  A? iff U A 1 £ UA2, and 
similarly for prefixes of B. *

The relation "to consist of" has the following properties 
which lead to commutativity and associativity of the parallel 
composition of communication structures up to isomorphism (cf. 
section 5).
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2.23. Proposition. For each (A,BfC,E,F) with con(A.B.C.E.F) we 
have:

C'- i^(A,B,C,E,F), *
E'- i2(A,B,C,E,F), '■
F'- i3(A,B,C,E,F),

such that:
(1 ) confB.A.C'.E'.?').
(2) the communications C and C' are isomorphic with the 

isomorphism given by F(afb)i— > F'(b,a) ,
(3) i1(B,A#C/t»/fF/) - C, 

i2(BfA,C',E'f?') - E,
ij(B.A^C7,E/rF') - F. »

Proof: straightforward.

2.24. .toposition. Por each (A,B,C,E,FfB1,B2,E1,F1) with 
con(A.B.C.S.F) and con(B1,B2,B,E1,?1) we have:

c'- j1(a ,b ,c,e ,p ,b 1,b2,e1,f 1),
D'- ^(A.B.C.E.F.B^B^.P.,),
E »B»C»E»F»3^jBj»E^.P^)t
F ■ (A,B,C,E,F,B^,P^),
E-j* ^  (A,B,C ,E,F,B^ ,Bp,E^ ,P̂  ),
F^” jg (A,Bf C,E,F,B.| ,B2*Ê  ,F̂  ),

such that:
(1) çon(B2,D',C',E',F') and con^.A.D'.E'.?').
(2) the communications C and C' are isomorphic with the iso

morphism given by P(a,F., (b1 ,b?)) I---» ?' (b?,F̂  (b., ,a)) ,
.A.E'.F') - C, 
,A,E},F}) - B, 
,A,E',P') - E, 
.A.E'.F') - F, 
,A,E',T') - E1,

t 2 ( 2 2, D ' , C',E',F\B 
33(b2,I)',c',e',f',b 
j4(B2,D,,C/,E/fF/,B 
35(B2,D' ,C\E',?',B 
j6(B2,D',C',E',F',B »A.Ef.Pf) - F,. x



V

Proof outline: For x e dom( U A )u dom( ) u domi w B? ) and 1 6 {0,1} f
let Ji: x •---► (i,x) and J~: (i,x) I *■ x . Suppose that
con (A.B.C.E.F) and conCB̂  .3>,.B.E.. .F^) with the respective 
one-to-one partial functions satisfying (1 ) - (3 ) of 2.1 9:
f £ dcm( U A ) > dom( UB) and g c dom( U B)x dom( U A ), 
f Qc dom(U B« )x  dom ( O B J  and gQ c dom( uB?)xdom( UB 1 ).
As dom(UB) consists of two disjoint parts:
T0-dom(u B) O ({oj x. dom( U B1 )) and Y.,.dcm(U B) r\ ({ij x domfuB^)).
also g consists of two disjoint parts g.,« g|YQ and g,- g|Y.j, 
and hence f-g” 1 consists of two disjoint parts f1-g” and f0-g2 1 

(see fig. 2.7).
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For each (a,b1 ,b2) with (b1,b2)eE1 and (a,F1 (b1 ,t>2))£ E 
we have:
fQ(dom ^ )cdom b2, gQ(dom b?) cdom b.j, 
f (dom a)c dom F1 (b.,,b2), g(dom F1 (b.,tb2))c dom a.
Hence, by the definition of f-|, g.) ,f 2,g2, we obtain:
f1 (dom a ) c  Yq A dom ?1(b1,b2)t
g1 (Y00 dom F1 (b1,b?))c dom a - g?(Y, A dom F1 (b1 ,b2)), 
f̂  (dom a)CY1Odom F1(b1tb?),
g2 Ci : r\ dom F1 (b1 ,b2)) cdom a - g1 (YQo dom F1 (b1#b2)).
Conseouently, f^- g., o J1 and gf- J1° f1 satisfy (1) - (3)
of 2.19. Hence, for all (a,b1fb2) with (b1,b2)£E1 and
(a,F1 (b1 ,b?)) € E, we have (b1,a)(£|> and F^(b1,a)€D/ for the
respective D'.E^.Fi. As f2- J1o g2o J1 o gQ o JQ and
g2- J1 o f2 o J1 u J ' ' o fQ satisfy (-1) - (3) cf 2.19,
for all (a,b1#b2) with (b1,b2)£E1 and (a,F̂  (b, ,b? )) £ E, we have
(b2,F1/(b1 ,a)) £ E' and F'(b2,F^(b1 ,a))€ C' for the respective
C',E',F'. Thus con(B2,D/,C',E/!lF/) and con(B1 .A.D'.

Similarly, for con(B2̂ D/,C'' ,E' ,F' ) and con(B1 .A.D'.E^.F^ ) 
we obtain the original B,E1,F1,C,E,F for waich 
Con(B1.B^.B.E1,F1) and con(A.B.C.E.F).

Finally, it is straightforward that the correspondence 
F(a,F1 (b1 ,b2)) I ► F' (b2#Fyf (b1 ,a)) is an isomorphism. *
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|11X dom(UBj( o j  X dom( UB1 )

?ig. 2.7
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3. COMMUNICATION STRUCTURES AND OPERATIONS ON SUCH STRUCTURES

In this section we formulate the concept of communication 
structure and define operations on communication structures.
A communication structure is defined as a partially ordered set 
of states with a correspondence between states and configurations 
of events such that the existing infima and suprema are preserved. 
The states of a communication structure represent the states of 
development of a process. The correspondence between etateB and 
configurations specifies the communications which are necessary 
to reach the respective states.

Communication structures

3.1. Definition. A communication structure is t • ( X _ . ¿_.c ).   "     — -. * ' p P P
- where:

(1) X^ is a set in universe with 0 £ Ip (a set of possible states
with an initial state denoted by 0),

(2) ép is a partial order on X^ such that, for all xtXp,
0 ¿pX, x^ is finite, all nonempty subsets of have infimà, 
and all subsets of x^ have suprema,

(3) Cp! Xp > configurations is a monotonie mapping such that
cp(0)- 0 and, for all x e Xp and all u.v^x:
cp(u “ Cp(u)ncp(v) and cp(u vpv) - cp(u)ucp(v),
where u Apv and u vpv denote respectively the infimum and
supremum of fu,v/ with respect to £  .

If Xp- 0 then the communication structure p is written as Nil. x

3.2. Example. Suppose that pQ-(Xp , ,c? )J where Xp - {0,1,2},
$ cpo(̂ )- 0» cp^ 0 )■ {0 *® )J * (2 )■ {(1, e ), (2, e ) } ,

“ d U ° V  S ’ V ’ whe°e ‘V S *  ■ W '  cPi(0)“ 0’
cPi 0 )-{0.e)j, Cp (2)-{(1,e), (2,ê)J . Then pQ and p, are
communication structures. These structures represent processes 
as Pq and P., iu. 2.9 and 2.21. We represent them graphically in 
fig. 3.1. *
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.2* {(1 »e)f (2»e)}

0:0

PO

0:0

Pi

Fig. 3.1

3.3. Proposition. If p is a communication structure then the
following correspondence conm :̂ x I » fcp(t)! * ̂ pxI ie
a monotonie upping from (Xp, ¿:p) to communications such that 
comnip(0)- Î0] and, for all x € Xp and all u,v^px:

comm 'x A_v)-comm„(u) A coma_(v),.,.1, —p p ' ——*— ■ p ' ' —- ■■■ - p ' * *
conEBp 'u v_v )-commp (u )y commp (v ). x

Proof: straightforward.

3.4. Definition. Given a communication structure p, we say that p 
is coincidence-free iff all communications comm ( x ) with xeX-------------------------   p p
are coincidence-free. *

The representation of operations on processes by operations 
on communication structures is as follows.

Summation
The sum of two processes PQ and P1 is a process which 

behaves either like PQ or like P1. The summation of processes 
is represented by the corresponding summation of communication 
structures.



/

3.5. Proposition. If pQ and p1 are communication structures and: 
V  {0 }u£o]^<(ipc - {0 } ) U { 1} ~ ( X P1 - {0 }),

x iff either x-0 and yfIQ
or x-(0,u) and y-(0,*v) with u 4 v

pO
or x-(1,u) and y-(1,v) with u v ,

P1
0 for x-0
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V x) • c (u) for x- (0,u ) with u€X_ - f0? 
p0 po

(h ) for x-(1,u) with uçxpi - {0},
then q-(Xq, is a communication structure. If pQ and p1 are
coincidence-free then so is q. *

Proof: straightforward.

3.6. Definition. Given two communication structures pQ and p1, 
and q as in 3.5» we call q the sum of pQ and p1 and write it
as p0+p,. Similarly we define the sum 21 :i € IÎ of a non
empty family {p^:iel} of communication structures ¡with I in 
universe. The sum of the empty family of communication struc
tures is defined as Nil. x

3.7. Example. For pQ and p1 in 3.2 we obtain q-pg+p., as in 
fig. 3.2. x

( 0 , 2 ) :  { ( 1 , e ) , ( 2 , e ) }  ( 1 , 2 ) :  f(1 , ê ) ,  ( 2 ,ë )J

,• 0 *1 ): {(1 #e )}

Fig. 3.2
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?refixing
Prefixing a multiset M of events to a process P results In 

a process M.P with the meaning "M followed by P". This operation 
is represented by prefixing multisets of events to communication 
structures.

3.8. Proposition. If M is a multiset of events, p is a com
munication structure, and:

then q-(I0» ̂ q'cq) iB a communication structure. If Inst(M) has 
at most one element and p is coincidence-free then q is coincldence- 
-free. *

Proof: straightforward.

3.9. Definition. Given a multiset M of events, a communication 
structure p, and q as in 3.8, we call q the result of prefixing 
M to p and "write it as M.p. s

3.10. Ixaaple. For the multiset M with inst(M)- {(1,e),(2,e)] and 
p0+p1 in 3.7 we obtain M.(p0*p1 ) as in fig. 3.3. *

V  { 0 } u { l } x l p ,

x éqy iff either x-0 and y 6*q
or x-(f,u) and y-(1,v) with u
0 for x-0
J°o inst (M)U J1 (O cp(u) for x- (1 ,u) with u € Ip,

where inst(M) is the canonical instance of M (cf. 2.6),
J°: (C,t)t ► and J1 : (1,t)»--*• t,
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(1 *(0 ,2 )): {((0 , 1 ),e), 
((0,2 ),e), 
((1.1 ).«). 
((1 *2 ),«)]

(1 , (1,2 )): {((0 ,1 ),e), 
((0 ,2 ),e), 
((1.1 ),ë), 
((1.2 ),i)]

(1.(0 , 1 )): {((0,1 ),e),
((0.2 ). e), 
((1 . 1 ).e)]

• (1 . (1 . 1 ) ) : f( (0 , 1 ), e ), 
((0 ,2 ),e), 
((1 . 1 ).e)}

(1 .0 ) :  f ( ( ° ,  1) , « ) . ( ( 0 , 2 ) , e ) ]

Parallel composition
The parallel composition of two processes PQ and P1 i a 

process PqH P., which behaves like PQ and P1 running toge ;h<-r and 
possibly executing together pairs of complementary events: i send 
event in one process and a receive event in the other. Till • 
operation is represented by a composition of communication struc
tures. We define such a composition with the aid of the re ation 
"to consist of" which has been defined in section 2 .
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3.11. Preposition. If pQ and p1 are communication structures, TT0, 
3T,, 3T are the respective projections of Xp x X^x configurations
with the product order on X^.X_ . configurations. and:

P& p 1

Xc is the set of nonempty bounded subsets TJ
of X_>* X_xrconfigurations such that: 

p0 p1  -------
(1 ) Ü is closed with respect to infima of its nonempty 

subsets and suprema of its arbitrary subsets,
(2) ÎTq (U)- JIq (sup U)-t and (U)- (sup U)^ ,
(3) £on(JT(D),cpo( * 0 (U)),c^ ( JT, (U)),^,,) with

EU“ f (cp^ ( cp ^  ̂ 1 ^  an<̂
?ü( cp0 (JTo(u^'cp, ( («))) - JT(u) for all u eD,

Ü iff U,Ve Xg and D is a lower subset of V,

cq(U) - 3T (sup 0) for all OeXQ,

then q-(Xq, ¿^.c^) with {(0,0,0)] replaced in Xq by 0 is 
a communication structure. If p0 and p., are coincidence-free 
then so is q. x

Proof :
1. For each V 6 Xq and each lower subset U of V with sup U£U
we have U é X .P

We have to prove that D has properties (1) - (3).
(1) is obvious. For (2), suppose that jrQ(sup D).

Then uQ ¿ p^Jf0(sup V) and we have vCV with uQ- ^(v) ¿Tp JTc(sup V). 
Taking u-inf {v. sup üj we obtain u€U with uQ- 3T0 (u)^p 3T~0(sup U), 
as reouired. For (3), it suffices to notice that 3T(D),
cP0 i^oi°))* CP1 (JÏ1 (Ü))’ V  (cp0( J7o(u ))’cp1 (J7i(u))); U € D J
are prefixes of J7(V), cp^(JT^V )), c (!!,(▼)), Ev , respectively, 
and that con( J7(U)),cp^( J70 (D)),cp_ (Jf, (U)),E0,F0) with F^F^E^ 
satisfying F0( cp  ̂( JTQ(u ) ), cp_ ( JT, (u ) ) ) - JT(u) for all ufC.
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2. 0 € X and 0 U for all U€X„.
This property follows from the fact that {(0,0,0)} Is 

replaced in Xq by 0 .
3. For each D Ui- is finite, all nonempty subsets of U4- have
infima, and all subsets of Oj, have suprema.

This property follows directly from 1 noting that for 
U1 ,Dg ¿qO 6 Xq we have D1 A with
sup(D1 )-inf {sup U1. sup U,,}, and
D1 vqü2“ {u€ü: u (  supfsup D1. bup 02}J with 
8U£(U1 VgO^ )" sup [sup 0  ̂.sup U2].
4. 0^(0 )» 0 and, for all D e Xq and all ü.,,02 wo have
Cq ( U1 A qU2 >“cq(Ul)ncqiD2 ) V *  cq<U1 1° Cq(U2 *

This property follows directly from (3) and the def.initions 
of cq, U1 AqU2, and 0 1 V qU2.
5. If p0 and p1 are coincidence-free then q is coincidence-free.

This property follows from 2.19 noting that çomm^ (ü >■ 7T (U )
for all D 6 X .5

This completes the proof of 3.11. x

3 .1 2. Definition. 6iven two communication structures p0 and p1 

and q as in 3.11» we call q the composition of pQ and p1 and 
write it as pQ|| p^. x

3.13. Example. Suppose that the communication structures p^ and p1 

in 3.2 represent components PQ and P1 of a process P which is the 
parallel composition of Pq and P1. For these structures vs obtain 
q-pQ|| p1 with members of Xq being ideals of lattices shown In 
fig. 3 . 4 (cf. 2 .2 1 ) and with the obvious partial order n̂d 
function cr. The comnunication structure o represents P. Wr: show 
it in fig. 3.5, where each (D,cq(0)) with 0 6 Xq is reprene. ted
by sup 0 . x

I
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(2,2,{e0 1 »eo2,e1 1*e1 2} )
- 1 \(2,1 , {€0 1 ,e0 2 , e 11 J )

/  \  .
(¿ .0 , [eoi * e01 Î ' 1 * ( e01 ,e1 1  ̂̂  ^’{ e 11 ,®1 2  ̂)

. *2»{e01>e11*e1pî )

( 1 ieOlł)V /  (0»1 ,{eiil)
\  X  
(0,0.0)

(2,2, (eQ2,e12))

(2.1,{eo2})

(1. 1,0 )
I (0,0,0)

(2,2, {eQ1 .e^} )

0 , 1 ,{eoi*®nî )

(1 »0 *{,®Olî) (0 ,1 »{eiil)
\  /(0,0.0)

(2 ,2.[eo2*®i1} )

( 1 ,2.{e1^ )

(0,0.0)/

(2,2, {e01 ,e12] )

(2,1, {eQ1} ) 

0 .*.{«oiU

(0,0,0)

(2.2.0)
Î

(1. 1 .0 )

(0.0.0)

Pig. 3.4



'0 (denoting f ( 0 t 0 . 0 ) J )  

?ig. 3.5
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Restriction
The restriction of a process ? to a set E of sena' and 

receive events transforms this process into a process P|E which 
executes only such send and receive events which belong to E.
This operation is represenetd by the corresponding restriction 
of comaunication structures.

3-14. Proposition. If E is a set of events, p is a communication 
structure, and:

V ( x 6 V  (cp(x))(dom CP(X))CE},
is the restriction of to I.,<3 P Q

c_ is the restriction of c. to I ,Q P q
then q-(X„, ̂ „,e„) is a eomrrunication structure. If p is q q q f
coincidence-free then so is q. *

Proof: straightforward.

3.15. Definition. Given a set E of events, a communication struc
ture p, and q as in 3.14, we call q the restriction of p to E and 
write it as p|E. x

3.16. Example. For E-events - {e,ej and the composition Ç-P0|| p1 

in 3.13 the restriction of q to E is the part shown in fig. 3.6 
of the communication structure p0|| p1 in fig. 3 . 5  (we recall that 
we represent each (0,co(U)) with by sup D). As
e-(receive.v.m) and ë-(send.v.m) (cf. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.9),
the communication structure in fig. 3.6 represents the result of
hiding port m in the process represented by pQ || p1. *

• (2,2,0) 
A

Cp0!I pn )|E- (1.1 ,0 )

0

#
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3.17. Example. For a communication structure p which represents 
a process P executing events as in 2 . 3 on some ports, and for a 
set M of ports, the restriction oi p to the set EM of events 
(cend.v.m) and (receive,v.m) with represents the result of
hiding the set M of ports" in P. s

Renaming
A renaming is a transformation of a process P into a pro

cess PQ>] which is like P with the names of events replaced by 
new names given by a substitution S, where S is supposed to 
preserve the nature of events. This operation is represenetd by 
the corresponding renaming of communication structures.

3.18. Proposition. If S: events » events is a mapping v. lich
preserves complementation, that is such that S(e)«S(e) for all 
e € events, p is a communication structure, and:

(xq» ̂ q)-(xp» ̂ p)*
°q(x) - (cp(x))o s for all *€Xp,

then q-iXg. ^q*cq) iB a communication structure. If p is 
coincidence-free then so is q. *

Proof: straightforward.

3.19. Definition. Given a mapping S: events > events such that
S(e)-S(e) for all e 6 events, called a renaming of events, a com
munication structure p, and q as in 3.18, we call q the result of 
renaming S in p and write it as p(sj. *

3.20. Example. For events as in 2.3 and any mapping
1: ports > ports, L induces the following renaming L' of events:
i f ((send.v.m ) )-(send.v.L(m)). L ' ( (receive.v.m) )-(receivecv L(m)).
For'each comaiunieation structure p which represents a process P 
the communication structure p{VJ represents a process like P 
with the names of ports replaced by new names given by I. *
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4. AK APPROXIMATION ORDER OP COMMUNICATION STRUCTURES 
AND CONTINUITY OP,OPERATIONS

The operations on communication -structures allow us to 
construct communication structures from communication structures. 
In this section we show that recursive definitions of 
communication structures are also possible. Namely, we introduce 
a complete approximation order of communication structures and 
prove that the operations on communication structures are 
continuous with respect to this order in the sense that they pre
serve suprema of countable chains. Consequently we can define 
communication structures as least solutions of fixed-point 
eouations.

Approximation order

4.1. Definition. Given two communication structures p and q, we 
say that p approximates q, written as pç^f iff:
(1 ) X_ is a lower subset of (X̂ , ̂ q) such that, for all itï^ 

and all u,v ¿^x with u,v tXp, we have u vqT€ip*
(2 ) £  and cp are respectively the restrictions of ^  and ĉ

to Ip. I

4.2. Example. The restriction of q-P3 II p̂  in 3.13 to the set of 
states represented in fig. 3 . 5 by 0 , (1 ,1 ,0 ), (2,2,0 ),
(2 , 1 »{6q2]), (1,2, {ê  p] ), (2,2,{e0 2'e1 2^  is a coamaa^c&^i- °Tl 
structure p which approximates q. The restriction of p to the
set of states represented in fig. 3 . 5 by 0 , (1 ,1 ,0 ), (2,1,{e02}),
(l.,2,{e1 2J) is a communication structure but it does not
approximates o since it does not contain the state corresponding
to sup £(?» 1 * £sq2} )» (1 »2, {e.̂ 2J )j .■ *

4.3. Proposition. The relation E  (which is a subset but not a 
member of universe ) is a partial order (called the approximation 
order) and it is complete in the following sense:
(1 ) Nil approximates every communication structure,
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(2 ) each countable chain p0 çp.je... of communication structures 
has a supremuro p-(Xp, ¿ p,cp), written as U ^ :  i€wj ; this
supremum is given by X -u{X : ieu>] , ^  ^ ; icuj] ,

v Pi P «- ?i
and cp“u tcpi: ietui i if Po'Pl * * * * are coincidence-free
then so is p. *

Proof: It is obvious that E  is a partial order and that Nilgp 
for all communication structures p. Hence it Bufficea to prove (2).
1. For all z €Xp, 0 ̂ px* x^is finite, all nonempty subsets of x^ 
have infima, and all subsets of xlr have suprema.

It is obvious that 0 é x .  As xel implies x€X_ fcr someP P PA
i€cj, we obtain x{-(j€Xp : y ¿p x}. Hence x has the reouired 
properties. i *
2. For all *€Xp and all u,v ¿px we have cp(u Apv)-cp(u)ocp(v) 
and cp(u vpv)-cp(u)ucp(v).

This property follows from 1 and the definition of cp
noting that each xtl belongs to some X„ and hence:P Pi
cp(u Apv)‘cpi(u Ap.T)"cp1 (u)ncp1 (v)"°p(u)ncp(v ) and
c fu v_v)-c_ (u v_ v)-c (u)\Jc_ (f)-c„(u)Oc ît). pv p ' Pi Pi Pi' Pi' p' ' p' '

3 . p is a communication structure.
This property follows from 1 and 2.

4. Each pA with i e u  approximates p.
This property follows from 3 and the definition of ]..

5. If q is a communication structure such that Pi=q for i' ie«̂
then pEq.

This property follows from the fact that the union of lower 
subsets of (Xqt-̂ -q) satisfying (1) of 4.1 satisfies (1) of .1, 
and from the definition of p.
6 . If Pq,p^,... are coincidence-free then so is| p.

This property follows from the fact that for each x£X., wephave x£X_ for some i e«3 and hence coaun_(x)«coram_ (x).?i ---- P' '  Pi'
This completes the proof of 4.3. *
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4.4. Example. The communication structure p-(X , 4  ,c ) with 
Xp-{0 , 1 »2 , . .. j , 0 ^ 2  ¿"p. . . , Cp(0 )-0, 0 ^ ( 1 )- { ( 1 ,e)j ,
cr,(2 )- {(1 1 e), (2,e)^,... is^he supremum of the chain p0ç p 1e...t 
where Pn-Nil and, for i-1,2';..., p,-(X- , ̂  ,e ) with

U A Pj  ̂ Pj  ̂ Pj^
1 ,...,ij, 0 ̂  "! ¿p ... ¿p i, Cp (0 )-0 , Cp (1 )■ { ( 1 , e )j,..., 
|(1,e),...,(i,e)J. x

Continuity of operationa and fixed-point equations
The existence and completeness of the approximation order of 

conmunication structures allows us to study the problem of 
continuity of operations on communication structures and the 
problem of solvability of fixed-point equations.

By cs we denote the set of all communication structures 
(this set is a subset but not a member of universe). In cs we 
have the approximation order e . Given a cardinal n of a member 
of universe, by csE we denote the respective cartesian power 
of £ 6 (such a power is a subset of universe). In cs11 we have the
product order induced by e . He write it also as ç  and call
approximation order.

4.5. Definition. Given a mapping P: csm » csn. we say that ?
is monotonie iff peq implies F(p)sF(q) for all p,q €cs®, and
we say that P is continuous iff ?(U £pi: i£«oJ ). u{F(p<): i£“>j
for all countable chains p0 cp.,e... of members of cs111. x

It is clear that if P is continuous then it is monotonie.
It is well known that if m >1 then P is continuous iff it is
continuous in each argument separately.

4.6. Proposition. A mapping F: cs71 y csn is continuous iff it
is monotonie and such that, for all countable chains p0 cp.,E...
of members of csa with p- i €«*>} and q-li{P(pi): ifojj •
we have Xy^jfiX^. x

v 1*-
=Piw>-

Proof: straightforward.
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The continuity is a property which guarantees the existence 
of least solutions of fixed-point equations of the form p-F(p,q).

4.7. Proposition. If P: csm*_ csm is a continuous mapping
which transforms each (m-t-n)-family consisting of pecs® and q ecsn 
into r-F(p,q)€ csm then:
(1 ) for each q € csn the fixed-point equation p-F(p,q) has a least 

solution h(q),
(2 ) this solution is given by the formula hiqJ-Ufpj: i eu>J , 

where p0-Nila -and Pi+i-P(Pj_.q) for all i e<*J ,
(3 ) the mapping h: ql— *h(q) of csn into cem is continuous.
We write h(q) as fixpF(p,q) and call Pi— *■ h a flxed-polut 
operator. *

Proof: well known from literature and straightforward.

For the operations on communication structures we ha/e the 
following properties of continuity.

4.8. Proposition. The summation of communication structures is 
continuous. x

Proof: straightforward.

4 .9 . Proposition. Prefixing a multiset of events to comm.nisation 
structures is continuous. x

Proof: straightforward.

4.10. Proposition. The composition of communication structvres 
is continuous. x

Proof: The monotonicity of composition follows directly from the 
definition. For the continuity suppose that p0 çp.,E..., 
p-LS^: i€toJ, e-p||qf r0-p0 ||q, r,-p1 || q,J»..> r- U {ry _€<oj . 
According to 4.6 it suffices to prove that Xr £Xa* To thia end 
suppose that U Then D for some i £cj . As p^çp» the
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product IgXconflguratlons is a lower subset of the product
X.^I^configurat ions with the product order and it contains the 
existing suprema of it6 bounded subsets. Hence Uei^. «

4.11. Proposition. The restriction of communication structures 
to a set E of events is continuous. x

Proof: straightforward.

4.12. Proposition. For each renaming S of events the operation 
pi— >p[sj on communication structures is continuous. x

Proof: straightforward.

These properties can be summarized as follows.

4.13. Definition. By basic operations on communication structures 
we mean the following ones:

- summation,
- prefixing (a multiset of events to communication structures),
- composition,
- restriction (of communication structures to a set of events),
- renaming (events in communication structures). x

4.14. Proposition. Basic operations on communication structures 
are continuous. x

This result extends also on larger classes of operations on 
communication structures.

4.15. Definition. By derived operations on communication structures 
we mean operations which can be obtained by superposing basic ones 
and projections of the form {p^* i€ i] I > p̂  ̂with I e universe, x

4.16. Proposition. Derived operations on communication structures 
are continuous. z

Proof: obvious.
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4.17. Definition. By definable operations on communication.struc
tures we mean operations which car. be obtained from basic oneB 
and projections with the aid of cruperpositions and fixed-point 
operators. x

4.18. Proposition. Definable operations on communicationjstruc
tures are continuous. x

Proof: from 4.7 and 4.14.

The continuity of definable operations on communication 
structures allows us to define a large variety of communication 
structures and operations on such strustures (and thus a large 
variety of processes and operations on processes).

4.19. Example. Consider a process executing in sequence indivisible 
actions, first action transforming a value u received on 1 port m 
and a value v received on a port i into a value f(u,v) stored in 
a local place n and a value g(u,v) sent on a port J, ani each 
subsequent action transforming the current value stored in n,
say u'» and a value v' received on i into f(u',v') stored in n and 
g(u',v') sent on 3. A typical action of this process can be re
presented by a communication structure q(u,v,m,n) as in fig. 4.1, 
where e®, e*, êf(UfV), denote the respective labelled
occurrences of (receive.u.m^. (receive,v,i), (send.f(u.v) n). 
(send,g(u,v),j). Entire process can be represented by the ltast 
solution of the fixed-point equation:

p-  (r(m,n) || p[n/m] )|En ,
where r - £{q(u,v,m,n): (u,v)eU*:Vj with the respective D and V, 
say Ü-V- w, n/m denotes the substitution of n for m in ali events 
(send.w.m) and (receive.w.a), and En denotes the set of events 
(send.w.k) and (receive,w,k) with k ¿ n. This solution lb 
illu8tra-.ed In fig. 4.2. Note that n/m is induced by a renaming 
of portfc '(cf. 3 .2 0) and that the restriction of r(m,n) || p[n/m] to 
En acts as hiding port n (cf. 3.17). x



: 1 : í eu*ev ' i f ( u , Y ) * eg ( u , v ) i

0:0

q(u,v,mtn) 

Pig. 4.1

uk and v ^ v ^  f... range over «o
[ * ; i • . .. • >

Fig. 4.2
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5. EQUIVALENCE OF COMMUNICATION STRUCTURES

Up to now we represented processes by concrete communication 
structures and considered operations on such structures. We did so 
since we wanted to have a complete partial order of communication 
structures and the continuity of operations, which was necessary 
for defining processes by fixed-point eouations. However, with the 
representation of processes by concrete communication structures 
and operations on processes by operations on concrete com
munication structures we are unable to develop any reasonable 
calculus or inference system. For example, the composition is 
neither commutative nor associative, we have no means to prove 
that processes represented by communication structures 1 ke p and 
p+p are indistinguishable by observation, etc. For thie reason 
we have to consider equivalence classes of communication struc
tures rather than concrete communication structures and i dapt the 
technique we have developed to defining equivalence classes of 
communication structures. In order to develop a manageable and 
parctically useful technique of defining processes and p.-oving 
them correct with respect to given specifications, we have to in
troduce a sort of observation equivalence similar to that of 
Milner [3] such that this equivalence would be a congruence for 
definable operations on communication structures. Our idea is to 
define such an equivalence in terms of suitablel morphisms.
For this purpose we choose morphisms which preserve in a sense 
the transition relations of processes. Such morphisms, jailed 
simulations, are defined by generalizing the concept of rooted 
bisimulations modulo hidden events as introduced by Ber̂ s'-ra and 
Klop jjl}.

Transition relations
A process P which performs a communication with its 

environment and thus reaches a state x of development .rans- 
fonns into a process Q, namely into a continuation of P starting 
from x. This can be reflected in the respective communicat. on 
structure.
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5.1. Preposition. If p is a communication structure, x €Xp is
i. state of p, ana:

V  { y e V  * * ¿ * 3 .  .* ;
C a is the restriction of é p to Xq,
?(y) - cp(y) - cp(x) for all yexq,

ther. q-(XQ, ¿q*cq) with x replaced in X^ by 0 is a communication 
structure. If p is coincidence-free then so is q. x

t
Proof: straightforward.

5.2. Definition. Given a communication structure p, its state
x e X. and q as inPwrite it as çont p
x £Zp, and q as in 5 .1, we call q a continuation of p from x and

5.3. Example. For the communication structure p-M.(p0+p1) in 3.10 
and x-(1,0) € Xp we have the continuation cont^p shown in fig. 5.1.

(1• ( 0 , 2 ) ) :  { ( ( 1 ,1  ) * « ) »  ( ( 1 * 2 ) , e ) ]  ( 1 , ( 1 . 2 ) ) '  { ( ( 1 , 1  ) , ? ) ,  ( ( 1 , 2 ) , ë > j  

(1 » (0,1 ) ) :  { ( (1  *

Fig. 5. 1

5.4. Definition. A transition in a communication structure p is 
(p,q,A), written as p qr such that q-cont t̂) and comn:̂  (x )-A 
.for some x € Xp. x
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5.5. Ixazmle. ?cr the communication structure p in 5 .3 , q-cor.t p 
with x-(1 ,2>), and for .. - { 0  , {((0 , 1 ),e), ((0 ,2 ),e)}J,
we have the transition p ===£ q . *

Simulations
The input-output behaviour of a process may look like the 

input-output behaviour of another. This c%n be formalized by the 
concept of simulation of a communication structure in another. 
The strongest form of simulation is that corresponding to iso
morphisms of communication structures.

5.6. Definition. Given two communication structures p and a, an
isomorphism from p to q is (p,q,f), written as f: p  ^q, where
f-ibj.,!*.) with a bisection b̂ .: Xp— »Xq such that:
( 1 )  bf ( 0 ) -0 .

(2 ) for all x,y€Xp, x ̂ py iff bf (x) ̂ qbf (y),
and with a family 1̂.- f s  x € XpJ of configuration isomorphisms 
ix: c (x) >cq(bf(x)) such that:
(3) for all u,veXp with u ¿ pv, we have a commutative diagram 

as in fig. 5 .2 .
I

If such an isomorphism exists then we say that pand q are Iso
morphic communication structures. x

dom cp(u)  --» dom cp(v)

*v
V

dom cq(bf(u))-- i— > dom cq(bf(v))

Fig. 5.2
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5.r. ¿xasr_e. For all communication structures p,q,r the fellown:? 
communication structures are isomorphic:

p+q and q*-p,
)̂ r anc p-*(q+r)*

PJ q and q II P,
(p II q) II r and p II (q Hr).

Crs.lv for the last pair this is nontrivial. In this case the
respective isomorphism can be established by considering the
bijective correspondence ((x,y),z)i-- ►(z,(y,x)) between
(Xr^ X ?)>*Zr anc Xr >< (X^X^) and by applying 2.24. *

5.6. BeTinition. Given two communication structures p and q,
a simulation of p in q is (p,q,R), written as R: p-->q , where

is a binary relation such that:
(1) 10,0) € R,
(2) for each ix,y)6 R ana each transition 

contj.p  ̂4=^ contx,(con^xp) in cont o
there exists a transition

5contj.q = = >  cont^. (contTc ) in cont q
with (x',y')£R and B isomorphic with A.

If (0,y)eR only for v-0 then we call R: p  >q a rooted
simulation. *

5.9. Ixamtle. If pcq and id(x~) is the identity relation in X„
then id(X ): p-- >q is a rooted simulation of t> in q. *F

5.10. Definition. A (rooted) simulation R: p-- >a is called a
(rooted) bisiaulation iff R°F: q— ^p, where Rop. [ ( y , x ):(x,v ) € R},
is also a (rooted) simulation (of q in p). *

5.11. Sxamcle. If f: p— is an isomorphism from a communication 
structure p to another q with f-(b^,I,) then (p,q,b,) is a rooted 
bisimulation b-: p— *q. We have (xfy)eb, iff y-b^(x). Given 
(x,y)eb^. and a transition cont^p - contT , (cont p), for 
v'-b,(x') we have a transition cont.̂q — L-k. cont (cont q > with 
(x'.v'Jeb, and with ix inducing an isomorphism" from A to L. r.

I
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5.12. £xastle. For all communication structures p there exists a 
rooted bisiiculation E(p): p+p— >p, namely the bisimulation with 
R(p)-£(0 »0 )Ju {(x,y): y € K - { 0 l ,  and x-(0 ,y) or x-(l,y)}. 
Similarly, for all communication structures p there exists a 
rooted bieimulation S(p): p+O.p— »O.p . *

5.13. Proposition. If R: p— * q is a simulation of p in q then 
dom R - Xp, and fcr each (x,y)€R we have a simulation
Rxy: cont..p » cont..r of con£xp in contyq, namely the simulation
with R - R n (xt n yt). *

Proof: We nave (0,0) €R. For each *£X^ we have a transition
A Ep ■ cont..p , and r.ence a transition q cont..q with

(x,y)€R. consequently, oca R - X . Suppose that (x'.y'JfRP xy
Then (x',yr)fR. If ccnt_. (cont__p) — cor.t..'..(cor.- .(cont til)— Jv ' A X ' ' A
is a transition in cont (ccntp) ther. in cont...p we have the ̂ 1 X

ttransition cont^.p — cor.t::,.(ccntj:>p). Hence in cont...q we
have a transition cont q ... cont.,„(cont...q ) with (x",y")6 R 
and A,B isomorphic. As v'gyf and y"£yf, we obtain 
in cor.t.., (cont_.q ) the transition
cor.t7 ,q-cqnt„, iccnt„q)— cert..„(conty# (centyc )« cort„fcort,,q), 
where (x",y")€ R and A is isomorphic with B, as reouired. x

5.14. Proposition. If R: p — >q and S: q— ^r are simulations 
then (p,r,R °S) is a simulation H«S: p — >r. If both R: p— >q 
ar.d S: q »r are rooted (resp.: bisinulations) then so is
R 0 S: r  *r. *

I
Proof: Suppose that (xfz)€i °S. Then (x,v)eR and (y,z)€.S for
some r£);c. If ccr.t̂ p-J-a cor.t̂ . (cor.t̂ p) is a transition in
£ 2 L l x P then we have a transition cor.t 0 =i=b cont„. (cont ô )
xn ccr.t_s with (z'.v')CR and A.E isomorphic. a#id hence a ctransition cont_r  ̂rent..(cont.r) in cont.r with (y',z')££ 
anc 5,0 i6oaorphic. On the ether r.anc, (x',z')£?.o5 and A. ar.d C 
are isomorphic, as reouired. »
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5.'5. Prrposition. The communication structures and their 
simulations constitute a category which we write as £s. For each 
cardinal m of a member cf universe we have the cartesian power 
csg cf this category. x ‘

Proof: from 5.14. i

5.16. Proposition. The category çe has colimits of countable 
chains. The colimit of each chain Pq ÇP«E ••• coincides with 
p-L){p.-: i€»*j} . Similarly for the cartesian powers of cs. *

Proof: Suppose that q is a communication structure and that
Kq: pc— »q, R, : p^--->q, ... are simulations such that all
diagrams as in fig. 5.3 commute. We have to prove that there 
exists a unioue simulation R: p— *q such that the diagram in 
fig. 5.4 commutes. To this end it suffices to notice that the 
commutativity of the diagram in fig. 5 . 3 means that R^ is the 
restriction of R^ to and that R»u[Ri: i£«j] is the
unique relation such 1 that the diagram in fig. 5 . 4 commutes.
it

ç

q

Fig. 5.1



5.17. Proposition. For chains p j c p ^  ... and qQc q1 c ... ia ca2 

with p- U{pi: i e u i j  and q- u{q< : i 6 to},and simulations 
R q : Pg— » Qq , R,- p̂  ^ q̂  t ... such that all diagrams as in 
fig. 5.5 commute, we have a unique simulation R: p — >q such 
that the diagram in fig. 5.6 commutes, namely the one with 
R-u{Ri: i fuj . If all R^: p̂ —̂ *q^ are rooted (resp.: bi
simulations) then so is R: p— ^q. x

Proof: from 5.16 (or as for 5.16).

Pi P

Fig. 5.5

PO

V

-*P1 

R1

-> P
Iii Ri 
* 

-> Q

Fig. 5.6

5.18. Definition. Given a functor F: csm vcsn. we say that F
is continuous iff, for all chains and simulations as in 5.17, ve 
have F(p)-ujF^): i f <dj , F(q)-u{F(qi): i €cjj , and 
F(R): F (p)— >F(q) is a unioue simulation such that all 
diagrams as in fig. 5.7 commute. x
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y(pA) F(p)

F(R±)

Î* (q± )

i?(R)
*

HvF(q)

Fig. 5.7

5.19. Definition. Giver a functor F: csg >■ es11. we say that F
^reserves rooting (resp.: bisimulations ) iff for each rooted 
simulation (resp.: bisimulation) R: p— >q the simulation 
F(R): F(p)— >F(q) is rooted (resp.: bisimulation). *

5.20. Proposition. All definable operations on communication 
structures extend to continuous functors which preserve rooting 
and bisimulations. x

Procf: We start with basic operations and consider the com
position of communication structures (for other basic 
operations the respective proofs are straightforward).

Suppose that P-P0 li P1 and q-q0 II q1 with simulations 
F.q: P g.— > qQ and R1 : p1 — . We define RQ II as the set
HSÏ^xX^ of pairs (U,V) such that (  3TQ(sup U), ?0 (su£ T))gRQ 
and ( J), (su£ U), (su£ V)) eR1t where arQ, and Ç0, f-,.f
denote respectively the projections of X ^ - x configurations 
and Xqx XQ v  configurations on ’ components.

In order to prove that (p,q,R ) is a simulation we consider 
(’J,V)£R and U'€ X„ such that ü ¿„U' and a transitionp p
cont .̂p f cont ,̂/-(contuP ). We have to find i'f X? with V 4 ^ ' t

(ü'.V'JCR, and a transition cont-yo - B ;■» conter(cont^g ) such 
that A and B are isomorphic.

The communication JT(U') consists of c ( j f n (Vr)) andPq u
°Pl ( (ü')) with i(cp0( 370 û ^ ' cp1 ( 311 311(5

V < ep0 <*o<tt>>»cj,1<* l(ll)))“ * (tt) for 4 1 1 U 6 U *' where



and ?,,« correspond to some one-to-one partial functions satisfying 
(1 ) - (3) of 2.19:

f'c oo2 (Ucp ( 3T0 (U')))*doE(ucp (31,(11'))),
g'ç ¿0Œ(Ucp_ ( JT, (U')))x-dsffi(Ucpo(3r0 (ü''))).

Hence A consists of

A0’Îcpc^3?0 ^ ^ )-cp.( °)): -̂ 0 ^ 2 2  0 ) ¿ ^ 3 T 0 ( u ) and U € Ü %
A1*{cp / Tri (u))~°p1 ( W 1 (-2H2 D)): (Si£ c^ Pl » i W  and u £ U'j»
with the respective restrictions of E^r,?—r ,  and the respective 
restrictions h,i of f',g'.

On the other hand, p(V) consists of ( f ^ Ç V ) )  and
cq.(fl(v )) with Ey-[(Cqc( yo(v ))*cq, ( f-i (▼))): v i and
Ey(cqQ( P 1 (v ) ) )“ f(v) for all veV, where Ey and Fy
correspond to some one-to-one partial functions satisfying (1 )-(3ï 
of 2.19:

i £ dom(U cq ( f0 (V)))*dom(uc^ ( f , (V))), 
k ç  dom(u cq _ ( 5>, (V)))xdoa(u c ( f Q(V))).
As Rg: p0 — » qQ and R, : p,— > 0, are simulations, we have:

e3(suv V )q0 22BlXo(£22l ̂ (sujg v)qo)
with j)Q(sup V ) Iq , ( 370(sud Ur),xQ) € Rq, and an isomorphism
b0 :A0— >Bq, and we have:

•qo
ifi

3
^  5>! (SHJ£ V )^1 £°Elx1 (££Slfl(sH£ v)«i>
with y, (sup V ) ̂ q x, , ( 3T-, (sup Or),x.j ) £ R,, and an isomorphism

:Â  — > B1 •
As 1 - bp'ijeb,, in - b^1«kob 0 satisfy ¡(1 ) - (3) of 2.19, 

we obtain a communication 3 which consists of BQ and B, with the 
corresponding E and F and is isomorphic with A. Now we notice 
that ;}'- jul and k'« k u m are extensions of j and k, 
respectively, to one-to-one partial functions:

j'cdom cqo(x0)xdon cq (x, ),
k' c. dom c (x„ ) x  doa c (x~),q-l 1 *i0

and that j',k' satisfy (1) - (3)-of 2.19. Hence we obtain a 
communication c' which consists of cq (xQ4.) and cq (x.,4,) with
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the respective E' and F'. Then we define V ' as the set of

It is straightforward that V'€ Xq( V and that
cont̂ .o-7fa=db contyr (contyQ ). On the other hand, (D'jV'JeR and
A anc B are isomorphic, as reouired. Hence (p,a,R) is 
a simulation.

It is obvious that RQ || R1 : pQ || p1  > qQ || q1 is rooted
(resp.: bisj.mulation) whenever R0: pQ— *.q0 and R1: p1— >q1 are 
rooted (resp.: bisimulations) and that the correspondence 
(Rq,R1) I— * Rq II R̂  is a functor. The continuity of this functor 
follows easily from 4.10 and 5.17.

After having the proposition proved for basic operations 
we extend it easily on derived operations. It remains to prove 
that the proposition extends on all definable operations. To this
end it suffices to consider a continuous functor F: csm+_ » csm
which pr serves rooting and bisimulations and prove that
for h as in 4.7 the operation qi >h(q) extends to a continuous
functor which preserves rooting and bisinrulations.

Suppose that R: q— *c' is a simulation and consider the 
least solutions h(q) and h(q') of the respective fixed-point 
ecuations p-F(p,q) and p-P(p,q') . As P is continuous, we 
obtain the commutative diagram in fig. 5.8. By 5.17 we obtain a 
ur.ioue simulation P/: h(q)— *h(q' ) such that the diagram in 
fig. 5.9 commutes. From the uniqueness of R '  it follows that the 
correspondence R I— ► R' is a functor h: Rt— ►R' and that this 
functor is continuous. It is also easy to see that this functor 
preserves rooting and bisimulations. x

F(?(0®,R),R)

NilffiJ § ^  F ( m “,q')

Pig. 5.8
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Nil“ -i— y F (Ml®,q ) -i-* F (F (Nilm, q ), q ) • • •

F(rf“,R) F(F(0m,R),R)

> h(q)
I
! i 
♦

Kil31- ^ .  F(Kil!D,q')-^-»F(F(mffl,q0.q/)-^->- ... §-»■ h(q')

Fig. 5.9

Equivalence
Two processes P and Q are regarded to be eouivalent if they 

exhibit the same input-output behaviour. Following Bergstra and 
Klop ljl^such an eouivalence is formalized as the existence of 
a rooted bisimulation between the respective communication struc
tures. The eouivalence thus obtained appears to be a congruence 
for all definable operations on communication structures.

5 .2 1. Definition. Given two communication structures p and q, we 
say that p and q are eouivalent. written as p~q, iff there 
exists a rooted bisimulation R: p— >q . x

From 5.14 we obtain immediately that the relation is 
indeed an equivalence relation.

5.22. Example. Isomorphic communication structures are eouivalent. 
For each communication structure p the communication structures
p and p+p are equivalent and the communication structures O.p 
and p+O.p are eouivalent (cf. 5.12). x

5.23. Proposition. The eouivalence of communication structures is 
a congruence for all definable operations on communication struc
tures. x

Proof: from 5 .2 0.
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This result allows us to extend the technique we have 
developed cf defining communication structures on eouivailence 
classes cf such structures. In particular, we can define 
equivalence classes of communication structures by fixed-point 
ecuaticns.

Since fixed-point eouations may be applied not only in 
defining processes but also in reasoning about processes, we 
need a further result which would allow us to transform such 
eouations without influencing their solutions. Now, when we may 
operate on esuivalence classes of communication structures, we 
are able to formulate a notion which leads to a result of this 
type.

5.24. Definition. Given two functors P: csm » csn and
G: csE * ÇS " , we say that such functors are equivalent ,
written as T~ G , iff there exists a natural transformation 
R: ?— which consists of rooted bisimulations, that is a 
family R - {A(p): F(p)— >G(p) : p€£smj of rooted 
bisimulatio->s such that, for each simulation S: p-— >q , the 
diagram in fig. 5 . 1 0 commutes. x

F(p) 

F(S)

?(q)

R(p) -*• g (p )

G(S)

R(q) G(q)

Fig. 5.10

5.25. Example. For the following pairs of operations on com
munication structures the respective extensions to continuous, 
rooting and bisimulation preserving functors are eouivalent:

(P.q) »— >p-*-q and (p,q ) q*p ,
(p»q»r)l— > (P+q)+r and (p,q,r) f— * p+(q+r) ,



(P.«l) »— P H q and (p,q)t— ►qHp ,
(* ,q,r) t— *• (p li q) | r and (p,q,r) p || (q If r) .

The equivalence is established by the rooted bisimulations cor
responding to isomorphisms as in 5.7.

Similarly, the following pairs of operations are eouivalent:
p I— >■ p+p and p i— > p ,
p i— » p+O.p and p i— > O.p .

The eouivalence is established by rooted bisimulations as 
R(p)‘ P+P— and S(p): p+O.p— >0.p in 5.12. x

5.26. Proposition. If two definable operations on communication 
structures arc constructed in the same manner from eqnir£.lent 
definable operations (that is from definable operations whose 
functorial extensions are eouivalent) then .they are ecuiralent 
(that is their functorial extensions are eouivalent). *

Proof outline: In case of derived operations the proof is 
obvious. Thus it suffices to consider two equivalent, continuous,
rooting and bisimulation preserving functors P: csm'fI! > cs11

and G: csm —  csm with the equivalence given by a family R
of rooted bisimulations R(p,q): F(p,q) *G(p,q) , and find a
suitable family S of rooted bisimulations S(q): f(q)— ^g(q) for 
f(a)-fiXpF(p,q) and g(q)-fixpG(p,q). To this end we consider the 
diagram in fig. 5 . 1 1 which is commutative due to the continuity 
of F and G and the fact that R is a natural transformation from 
F to 5. By 5.17 we obtain a uniaue rooted bisimulation 
S(q): f(q)— *g(q) which makes the corresponding extension of 
this diagram by f(q) and g(q) commutative. From the unioueness 
of S(q) we obtain that the family s-{s(q): f(q)— *g(q) : Q e csaf  

is a natural transformation as reouired.. x

- 57-
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F(R(lilffi,q),q) 

R ( m C*<i) F(G(Niltt,q),q)

R(G(Nilm,q),q)

Nil* =_>. G(Kil^,q)— G(G(Nllm,q),q)_E__> ...

Fig. 5.11

5.27. Exanple. Consider the fixed-point equation in 4.19: 
p - (r(m,n) || p[n/m])|En .

Then, acc rding to 5.25 and 5.26, we may replace this equation
*>y: '

p - (p[n/m] || r(m,n))|Ea .
We may do it since, due to 5.26, the least solutions of both 
the equations are equivalent. *

Kote that the equivalence of communication structures and 
that of operations on communication structures are semantic, 
that is defined in the model we have developed. This allows for 
proving the equivalence of communication structures directly 
from definitions. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to have 
a complete logical system for proving eouivalence formally. 
This is, however, a problem which we leave open in this paper.
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